
                       
 

February 6, 2014 

Mary McDonald  

Director of State Government Affairs  

California Independent System Operator Corporation 

250 Outcropping Way 

Folsom, CA 95630 

RE: Solar Industry Response to Meeting with CAISO  

Dear Mary,   

We are writing on behalf of the Solar Energy Industries Association, the California Solar Energy 

Industries Association, and the Large-scale Solar Association (collectively, the Solar Industry) 

regarding the January 16, 2014 meeting between the Solar Industry and several members of the 

CAISO staff. As you are aware, the meeting focused on numerous topics related to the 

integration of increasing amounts of solar energy onto the CAISO system, including discussion 

of CAISO’s modeling of future scenarios of net load curves— known as “the Duck Chart”, the 

manner in which this analysis has been socialized among key legislators, policymakers and the 

press, and the public narrative that has resulted therefrom.  

Responding to the Solar Industry’s concerns regarding the extensive— and in many cases 

misleading or misinformed— criticisms of the renewables community that have stemmed from 

the release of the Duck Chart analysis, CAISO staff noted the “success story” illustrated in the 

Duck Chart: California’s renewables and carbon reduction policies are effectively changing the 

way the State produces and consumes energy. CAISO staff then shared the most recent CAISO-

branded handout on the Duck Chart— Fast Facts: What the duck curve tells us about managing 

a green grid— and requested input as to how the handout could be improved upon to 

appropriately inform policymakers and the public alike of the challenges and opportunities 

presented by the CAISO analysis. The Solar Industry appreciates CAISO’s willingness to further 

refine both the handout and related messaging, and we formally respond herein with specific 

recommendations for doing so.  

1. Emphasize the Success Story Illustrated in the Duck Chart  

The strides that California has made to-date, and the opportunities that lie ahead, should be 

recognized and celebrated first and foremost. Unfortunately, rather than emphasizing the 

collective successes the renewables industry and the CAISO have achieved in deploying and 

integrating significant amounts of renewable resources onto the grid, the CAISO handout reads 

almost entirely as a warning of potential future failures that may be precipitated by increased 

penetration of renewable energy resources. Among other things, higher renewable penetration 

has reduced mid-day peak demand and deferred the need for fossil-fired generation and 

infrastructure in the process. As CAISO staff correctly noted during the January 16 meeting, the 

pathway to achieving California’s clean energy and carbon reduction targets and meeting 

evolving customer demands has required impressive renewables deployment, and California’s 



load patterns and resource mix have been fundamentally altered along the way. This is a story 

that deserves to be conveyed from the outset and the Solar Industry asks that the handout be 

updated accordingly.  

One essential addition to the duck chart that will help to convey this message, would be to add a 

line showing the actual load (i.e. not net load). This would help illustrate the large load through 

the middle of the day that is served by existing renewables. This should include electricity 

generated and consumed behind the meter, which CAISO can predict based on known installed 

capacity together with weather information. 

2. Highlight Current System Capabilities  

Noticeably absent in the current version of the handout is a discussion of the capabilities of the 

existing system. Data has shown that, even with the expected retirement of the San Onofre 

Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS), the portfolio of currently available resources possesses the 

ramping capabilities required to fulfill Resource Adequacy needs for several years forward.
1
 The 

CAISO’s simulations of various 33% Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) scenarios conducted 

for the LTPP over the past few years have consistently found feasible solutions to address these 

changes, requiring little if any curtailment of any renewable resources.  These studies include the 

steepest ramp shown in the Duck Chart and no other modeling effort to date has found otherwise, 

including studies by independent entities such as NREL that use the same 33% RPS data. While 

the increasingly steep ramping requirements shown year-over-year in the Duck Chart analysis 

should be taken seriously, the current system capabilities should also be identified and 

acknowledged. The Solar Industry therefore recommends that the handout be revised to explain 

what the current resource mix can achieve, including clearly articulating how the existing system 

can reliably accommodate (at a minimum) a 33% renewables penetration.  

3. Recognize the Timing and Mechanisms Available to Addresses the Greening of the 

Grid 

The CAISO should be transparent with regard to the considerable timeframe still available to 

address the necessary changes that may accompany moving beyond a 33% renewables 

penetration, and should expressly recognize that the procurement of additional flexible 

generation resources and/or the curtailment of renewable resources are not the only means of 

addressing the concerns raised in the Duck Chart but are merely potential optional components 

of changes that may be needed with increased renewables penetration. The memorandum as 

currently drafted suggests that both the system needs are imminent and that curtailment is the 

only solution that can address increased ramping needs. The Solar Industry requests that the 

handout be expanded upon to fully consider the timeline as well as the various additional “tools” 

that can play a role in addressing the changing nature of the grid, including:  

i. Customer-side energy efficiency and load management; 

ii. Customer-side demand response opportunities; 

                                                           
1
 Remarks of Kevin Woodruff on behalf of The Utility Reform Network (TURN) for the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission Technical Conference on Flexible and Local Resources Needed for Reliability in the California 

Wholesale Electric Market, Docket No. AD13-5-000, July 31, 2013.  



iii. Energy storage at the grid level (including solar thermal plants with 

thermal energy storage), customer-sited energy storage, and the integration 

of electric vehicles; 

iv. Greater coordination among grid balancing authorities to utilize the 

diversity of resources and loads across the Western Interconnect. 

v. The considerable market-design changes that the CAISO is already 

undertaking, e.g.: (1) scheduling in shorter intervals and closer to real 

time; (2) efforts to expand the decremental energy pool, e.g., lower bid-

price floor and allowing PIRP participants to offer decremental energy 

bids; (3) Flexible Resource Adequacy requirements which will give 

CAISO greater control over existing flexible resources; and (4) new 

products such as the Flexible Ramping Product; and 

vi. Changes elsewhere in the market, which includes PPAs that increasingly 

allow for economic curtailment. 

 

We also recommend highlighting the CAISO’s Demand Response and Energy Efficiency 

Roadmap and Vehicle-Grid Integration Roadmap. Descriptions of these recent reports would 

provide valuable information on the important work the CAISO is already doing to address the 

future challenges it has identified. 

 

The Solar Industry is engaged in developing these tools. For example, solar companies are now 

at the forefront of developing and integrating storage to support frequency response, regulation, 

and ramp control. This includes solar thermal plants with thermal energy storage that have load 

following and load shifting capabilities that can help meet these changing needs. We look 

forward to collaborating with CAISO on the development and deployment of these and other 

tools.  

 

4. Present a Vision of a Modernized Grid 

 

To achieve the aggressive goals of AB 32, meet future load demand (including increased demand 

from decarbonizing the transportation sector through electrification and to account for retirement 

of existing resources), it will be necessary to develop and deploy a multi-pronged approach, 

which includes renewable energy resources at penetration levels beyond 33% over the next 

decade.  As such, the Solar Industry believes that the question to be addressed by the CAISO and 

other policy makers is not whether solar generating resources can be integrated while retaining 

reliability, but how they can be integrated in a reliable, cost-effective manner that aligns with the 

State’s aggressive carbon reduction goals. California can lead the world in developing advanced 

grid functionality with the ability to power a major economy with clean energy resources. While 

the memorandum identifies challenges, it does not provide solutions, nor, more fundamentally, a 

vision for the State’s energy future that incorporates significantly higher levels of renewable 

generating capacity. This should be a near term objective for all energy policy makers in the 

state.  

 

Lastly, we request that, to the extent possible, the data and assumptions that went into the Duck 

Chart analysis be made publicly available to inform the discussion of the timing, challenges, and 

solutions ahead.  



 

Thank you in advance for consideration of the concerns, recommendations and requests 

discussed above. We look forward to continuing this important dialogue as we work together to 

transition California to a cleaner and more modern electricity grid.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Steve Zuretti  

Manager, California  

Solar Energy Industries Association  

 

 

Brad Heavner  

Policy Director 

California Solar Energy Industries Association  

 

 

Rachel Gold 

Policy Director  

Large-scale Solar Association  

 

 

 

Cc:  Karen Edson, Vice President, Policy and Client Services 

Mark Rothleder, Vice President, Market Quality and Renewable Integration 

Keith Casey, Vice President, Market and Infrastructure Development 

Eric Schmitt, Vice President, Operations 

Heather Sanders, Director of Regulatory Affairs – Distributed Energy Resources 

James Blatchford, Manager, Short Term Forecasting 

Kristina Osborne, Stakeholder Engagement and Policy Specialist 
 

 


